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We Are Waking
The Sleeping Giant
When first we heard the Giant
story, it came to us in a dream. And
the funny thing was, it was hard
for us to remember that much after
the dream slipped away. All that we
could recall was this:
There are twelve ancient Giants
sleeping throughout the world. One
of them is in Liverpool and it’s
dreaming as it sleeps. It’s dreaming
a dream of waking up, and all the
people of Liverpool and everyone
coming to visit there are part of
the Giant’s dreaming. The Giant is
calling to all of us to help it awake,
and the very fact that you’re reading
this now and I’m writing this down
just goes to show that the time of
the Giant’s awakening is drawing
near.
That was all that we could
remember - clearly just the very
beginning of something much
larger in shape and size. Hard for
us to realize what the whole Giant
story might be and what it might
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lead to eventually. But even this
very smallest bit was very exciting,
at least to us - we knew we had to
find out more. So in October 2006
we made our way to Liverpool to
enter into the story ourselves.
When we arrived it was hard
to know the best way to find where
the Giant was sleeping. The Giant
clearly existed in more than the
usual three dimensions. How could
we ever hope to see the Giant’s
shape in our everyday world if our
everyday world made up the shape
of the Giant itself?
I t s e e m e d a c o m p l et e l y
impossible task, but the more we
thought and the more we dreamed,
a way to proceed emerged. You and
me, me and you, we have seven
chakras from root to crown and
everyone else that we know has
them too, even the Giant.
So we walked all around
throughout Liverpool until we
found what seemed to be the
boundaries of the Giant’s chakras.
Little by little, bit by bit the shape
of the Sleeping Giant emerged.

The root included a sacred spring,
the crown was up on Everton Brow
overlooking the whole of Liverpool.
And many very amazing things were
interspersed inbetween.
Help wake the Sleeping Giant.
Contact us at: giant@territory.org

